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[1] We use a global three-dimensional model (GEOS-CHEM) to better quantify the

sources of elemental carbon (EC) and organic carbon (OC) aerosols in the United States
through simulation of year-round observations for 1998 at a network of 45 sites
(Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE)). Simulation with
our best a priori understanding of sources, including global satellite data to constrain fire
emissions, captures most of the variance in the observations (R2 = 0.84 for EC, 0.67
for OC) with a low bias of 15% for EC and 26% for OC. Multiple linear regression to fit
the IMPROVE data yields best estimates of 1998 U.S. sources of 0.60 Tg year 1 EC and
0.52 Tg year 1 OC from fossil fuel; 0.07 Tg year 1 EC and 0.89 Tg year 1 OC
from biofuel; 0.08 Tg year 1 EC and 0.60 Tg year 1 OC from wildfires; and
1.10 Tg year 1 OC from vegetation. We find that fires in Mexico and Canada
contributed 40–70% of annual mean natural EC in the United States for 1998 and 20–30%
of annual mean natural OC. Transpacific transport from Asian pollution sources amounted
to less than 10% of the natural EC and less than 2% of the natural OC; in contrast to
ozone, we find that intercontinental transport of anthropogenic carbonaceous aerosols does
not enhance significantly the natural background. IMPROVE observations and model
simulations for the summer of 1995 show that Canadian fire emissions can produce large
events of elevated EC and OC in the southeastern United States. Our best estimates of
mean natural concentrations of EC and OC in the United States, using a model simulation
with climatological monthly mean fire emissions, are 2–3 times higher than the default
values recommended by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for visibility
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calculations, except for OC in the eastern United States (16% lower).
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1. Introduction
[2] Carbonaceous aerosol is one of the least understood
components of fine particulate matter (PM). It is usually
divided in two fractions, elemental carbon (EC) and organic
carbon (OC). OC is the second most abundant component
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of the aerosol in the United States after sulfate, and the
dominant component of the natural continental aerosol
[Malm et al., 2000]. EC is the dominant component of the
light-absorbing aerosol. Carbonaceous aerosol is presently
the subject of intense scrutiny because of its impact on
human health, visibility, and climate.
[3] We present here an assessment of the sources of EC
and OC in the United States by using a global 3-D model
(GEOS-CHEM) simulation of observations from the Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) network. Our focus is on quantifying the
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anthropogenic and natural sources of these aerosols, the role
of transboundary transport, and the implications for visibility. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regional
haze rule [Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2001]
mandates a schedule of increasing emission controls to
achieve ‘‘natural visibility conditions’’ in national parks
and other wilderness areas by 2064. The ambiguity in
defining ‘‘natural visibility conditions’’ requires better information on natural PM concentrations and the perturbing
effects from fires and from sources outside the United
States.
[4] Elemental carbon is emitted to the atmosphere by
combustion. Major sources in the United States include coal
burning and diesel engines. Organic carbon is emitted
directly to the atmosphere (primary OC) and formed in situ
by condensation of low-volatility products of the photooxidation of hydrocarbons (secondary OC). Primary sources
of OC in the United States are wood fuel, coal burning, and
wild fires [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Cabada et al., 2002].
Secondary OC includes an anthropogenic component from
oxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons, and a biogenic component from oxidation of terpenes [Griffin et al., 1999].
[5] Our approach is to conduct a 3-D model simulation of
EC and OC concentrations in the United States for 1998,
with best a priori sources, compare results with observations
from the IMPROVE network, and use the constraints from
the comparison to optimize our treatment of sources by
multiple linear regression. Our treatment of fire emissions
accounts for year-to-year variability through satellite observations; 1998 was a particularly active fire year, thus
offering good constraints on emissions from that source.
We also present a case study for the summer of 1995 to
demonstrate the large-scale enhancements of EC and OC
concentrations in the United States that can arise from
Canadian fires. We go on to quantify mean natural EC
and OC concentrations in the United States for different
seasons and regions, using climatological fire emissions and
sources from vegetation, and to assess the enhancement of
EC and OC background concentrations resulting from
transpacific transport of Asian pollution.

2. Model Description
2.1. General
[6] We use the GEOS-CHEM global 3-D model of
tropospheric chemistry [Bey et al., 2001] to simulate EC
and OC aerosols for 1998 (1 year) and 1995 (summer).
The model (version 4.23; see http://www-as.harvard.edu/
chemistry/trop/geos/index.html) uses assimilated meteorological data from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing
System (GEOS) including winds, convective mass fluxes,
mixed layer depths, temperature, precipitation, and surface
properties. Meteorological data for 1995 and 1998 are
available with 6-hour temporal resolution (3-hour for
surface variables and mixing depths), 2 latitude by 2.5
longitude horizontal resolution, and 20 (GEOS1 for 1995)
or 48 (GEOS3 for 1998) sigma vertical layers. We retain
this spatial resolution in the GEOS-CHEM simulation. The
lowest model levels are centered at approximately 50, 250,
600, 1100, and 1750 m above the local surface in GEOS1
and 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 900, 1200, and 1700 m in
GEOS3.

[7] The simulation of carbonaceous aerosols in GEOSCHEM follows that of the Georgia Tech/Goddard Global
Ozone Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport
(GOCART) model [Chin et al., 2002], with a number of
modifications described below. The model resolves EC and
OC, with a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic fraction for each
(i.e., four aerosol types). Combustion sources emit hydrophobic aerosols that then become hydrophilic with an
e-folding time of 1.2 days following Cooke et al. [1999]
and Chin et al. [2002]. We assume that 80% of EC and 50%
of OC emitted from all primary sources are hydrophobic
[Cooke et al., 1999; Chin et al., 2002; Chung and Seinfeld,
2002]. All secondary OC is assumed to be hydrophilic. The
four aerosol types in the model are further resolved into
contributions from fossil fuel, biofuel, and biomass burning,
plus an OC component of biogenic origin, resulting in a
total of 13 tracers transported by the model.
[8] Simulation of aerosol wet and dry deposition follows
the schemes used by Liu et al. [2001] in previous GEOSCHEM simulations of 210Pb and 7Be aerosol tracers. Wet
deposition includes contributions from scavenging in convective updrafts, rainout from convective anvils, and rainout
and washout from large-scale precipitation. Wet deposition
is applied only to the hydrophilic component of the aerosol.
Dry deposition of aerosols uses a resistance-in-series model
[Walcek et al., 1986] dependent on local surface type and
meteorological conditions; it is small compared to wet
deposition. Liu et al. [2001] found no systematic biases in
their simulations of 210Pb and 7Be with GEOS-CHEM.
2.2. A Priori Sources of EC and OC
[9] We use global anthropogenic emissions of EC (6.4 Tg
year 1) and OC (10.5 Tg year 1) from the gridded Cooke et
al. [1999] inventory for 1984. This inventory includes
contributions from domestic, vehicular, and industrial combustion of various fuel types. In the GOCART simulation of
Chin et al. [2002], the Cooke et al. [1999] inventory was
used with no seasonal variation. However, the source from
heating fuel should vary with season [Cabada et al., 2002].
Cooke et al. [1999] do not resolve the contributions to EC
and OC emissions from heating fuel. We assume these
contributions to represent 8% (EC) and 35% (OC) of total
anthropogenic emissions, based on data for the Pittsburgh
area from Cabada et al. [2002] and apply local seasonal
variations of emissions using the heating degree days
approach [Energy Information Administration (EIA), 1997;
Cabada et al., 2002]. In this manner we find that anthropogenic EC emission in the United States in winter is 15%
higher than in summer. For OC the anthropogenic winter
emission is twice that in summer.
[10] The Cooke et al. [1999] inventory does not include
biofuels, which provide however an important source of
heating in rural households and are also used in agroindustrial factories. We use a global biofuel use inventory
with 1  1 spatial resolution from Yevich and Logan
[2003] with emission factors of 1.0 g EC and 5 g OC per dry
mass burned [Streets et al., 2001; Dickerson et al., 2002].
For the United States and Canada, we supersede that
inventory with data on wood fuel consumption for residential and industrial sectors available for individual states and
provinces [EIA, 2001] and which we distribute on a rural
population map. Emission factors for this North American
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biogenic terpenes are the main source of secondary OC
aerosols. We assume a 10% carbon yield of OC from
terpenes [Chin et al., 2002], and apply this yield to a global
terpene emission inventory dependent on vegetation type,
monthly adjusted leaf area index, and temperature [Guenther
et al., 1995].
[14] Table 1 shows a summary of a priori EC and OC
emissions used in the GEOS-CHEM simulation for 1998.
The most important global source for both is biomass
burning. In the United States, EC is mostly emitted from
the combustion of fossil fuel and OC originates mostly from
vegetation (but with large seasonal variation, as discussed
below).

3. Model Evaluation

Figure 1. Yearly biomass burning OC emission in 1997 –
2000 for North and Central America, and climatological
mean value (see section 2.2).

wood fuel source are 0.2 g EC and 3.0 g OC per kg dry
wood burned [Cabada et al., 2002]. Seasonal variation in
biofuel emissions is included for the United States only and
is estimated according to the heating degree-days approach.
[11] Biomass burning emissions of EC and OC are
calculated using the global biomass burning inventory of
Duncan et al. [2003]. This inventory uses a fire climatology
compiled on a 1  1 grid by Lobert et al. [1999], and
applies monthly and interannual variability to that climatology from satellite observations. Emission factors are 2g EC
and 14 g OC per kg dry mass burned [Chin et al., 2002],
higher than for biofuels because combustion is less efficient.
For boreal forest fires, which are of particular interest here,
emission factors reported in the literature range from 0.38 to
2.55 g EC per kg dry mass burned [Lavoué et al., 2000, and
references therein], consistent with the value assumed here.
The OC/EC emission ratio of 7 is within the range of 6.9 to
8.2 used by Liousse et al. [1996]. Figure 1 shows the
resulting annual OC emissions from biomass burning in
North and Central America for 1997– 2000 as well as the
climatological mean. An ENSO-related drought resulted in
catastrophic wildfires in the tropical forests of southern
Mexico and Central America in 1998 [Peppler et al.,
2000]. Canadian fire emissions were also unusually large
in 1998. Fire emissions in the United States were 38%
higher than the climatological mean.
[12] Figure 2 shows the spatial and seasonal distribution
of biomass burning OC emission from our model in 1998.
Fires in Mexico and Central America were most intense in
May [Peppler et al., 2000, Cheng and Lin, 2001]. Canadian
fires peaked in July – September. In the United States, most
fires occurred in the northwest (Idaho, Montana) in summer;
additional fires occurred in spring in Florida, owing to the
ENSO-induced drought.
[13] Secondary formation of OC from oxidation of large
hydrocarbons is an important source but uncertainties are
large [Griffin et al., 1999; Kanakidou et al., 2000; Chung
and Seinfeld, 2002]. Chung and Seinfeld [2002] find that

[15] A global evaluation of the EC and OC aerosol
simulation was done by Chin et al. [2002] as part of a more
general evaluation of aerosol optical depth using ground and
satellite observations. Our simulation of aerosol sources and
meteorological processes is similar to that of Chin et al.
[2002] and our global distributions of EC and OC concentrations are comparable. We focus here our model evaluation
on the United States, using observations at the IMPROVE
sampling sites. The IMPROVE monitoring program was
initiated in 1987 in national parks and other protected
environments to identify the contribution of different aerosol
components to visibility degradation [Malm et al., 1994].

Figure 2. Annual biomass burning OC emission over
North and Central America in 1998 (top) and seasonal
variations for different regions (bottom). See color version
of this figure at back of this issue.
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Table 1. Carbonaceous Aerosol Sources in the GEOS-CHEM
Model (1998)
United States, Tg year

1

Aerosol
Source Type

Global,a
Tg year 1

A Priori

A Posteriori

EC
Fossil fuel
Biofuel
Biomass burning
OC
Fossil fuel
Biofuel
Biomass burning
Biogenic

22.0
6.6
1.4
14.0
129.8
10.6
7.6
97.9
13.7

0.66
0.52
0.04
0.10
2.70
0.45
0.54
0.72
0.99

0.75
0.60
0.07
0.08
3.11
0.52
0.89
0.60
1.10

a

Including a posteriori emissions for the United States.

The data for 1995 and 1998 consist of 24-hour speciated
aerosol concentrations measured twice a week. The EC and
OC concentrations are determined using the Thermal Optical
Reflectance (TOR) method, which is state of the science but
is subject to uncertainties that are difficult to quantify [Chow
et al., 1993; Malm et al., 1994]. In the present paper we take
the data at face value. There are 45 IMPROVE sites with
continuous measurements for 1998 (Figure 3).
[16] Figure 4 compares simulated and observed annual
mean EC and OC concentrations at the 45 IMPROVE sites
for the year 1998. The IMPROVE measurements are plotted
on the 2  2.5 model grid. The bottom panels show the
differences (model bias). A general objection to evaluating
model results with 24-hour averaged concentrations in
continental surface air is the inability of models to resolve
nighttime stratification [Jacob et al., 1993]. This is not an

issue in our case because of high vertical resolution of the
model near the surface and because the IMPROVE sites are
not in the vicinity of large sources. We verified that the 24hour average concentrations simulated by the model in
layers 1 (0– 10 m), 2 (10 – 50 m), and 3 (50 – 100 m) are
not significantly different.
[17] Observed concentrations of EC and OC are generally
higher in the eastern than the western United States,
reflecting higher anthropogenic and vegetative (OC) emissions in the east. The OC maximum is shifted south relative
to the EC maximum, and shows a secondary maximum
along the west coast, reflecting the vegetative source. The
model captures well this large-scale spatial distribution of
EC and OC. Fires in the model also lead to high concentrations over Central America and western Canada.
[18] Site-to-site comparisons reveal however some major
discrepancies between model and observations, as shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 4 and in the scatterplot of Figure 5.
Some of these discrepancies appear to reflect inadequate
spatial resolution in the model. Model overestimates at
coastal sites with large local urban or fire sources (BRIG in
New Jersey; OKEF in Georgia; REDW, PORE, and PINN in
California) are owing to the inability of the model to simulate
steep subgrid land-to-sea gradients in mixing depth [Fiore et
al., 2002]. Model overestimates at SEQU (California) and
GLAC (Montana) are due to local fire emissions (Figure 1)
for which averaging over the grid scale may induce large
errors in the simulation of local observations. We exclude
these seven sites in further statistical data analysis.
[19] The model overestimates OC concentrations at THSI
(Oregon) and MORA (Washington) sites owing to a particu-

Figure 3. IMPROVE sampling sites with continuous records for 1998.
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Figure 4. Annual mean concentrations of EC (left) and OC (right) in surface air over the United States
in 1998. The top panels show results from the GEOS-CHEM model using a priori sources. The middle
panels shows the IMPROVE observations plotted on the model 2  2.5 grid. The bottom panel shows
the difference between the two. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
larly large vegetative source in the model in summer that is
apparently not seen in the observations. The discrepancy is
local in nature (it is not found at nearby sites). As discussed
further below, our specification of the vegetative OC source
appears inadequate to describe OC concentrations at these
two sites, and therefore we exclude them from further
statistical analysis.
[20] Figure 5 shows that the model generally reproduces
the annual mean EC and OC concentrations to within a
factor of two and captures the spatial pattern well (R2 = 0.84

for EC and R2 = 0.67 for OC). However, the slope of the
reduced major axis line [Hirsch and Gilroy, 1984] is 0.85 ±
0.06 for EC and 0.74 ± 0.08 for OC, reflecting a low bias in
the model. We will correct for this model bias by adjusting
the sources, as discussed below.
[21] Figures 6 and 7 compare seasonal variations of
simulated and observed EC and OC concentrations at
selected IMPROVE sites. Contributions from individual
sources to the model concentrations are shown. Seasonal
variations for EC differ considerably from site to site, and
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Figure 5. Scatterplot of simulated (GEOS-CHEM) versus
observed (IMPROVE) annual mean EC and OC concentrations for the data shown in Figure 4. The pluses and the
circles indicate data in the western and eastern United States
(separated at 95W), respectively. The asterisks with letter
labels indicate sites discarded in the statistical analysis (see
section 3): REDW(A), PORE(B), PINN(C), SEQU(D),
GLAC(E), OKEF(F), and BRIG(G). The squares indicate
OC data at MORA(H) and THSI(I) sites which were
discarded in statistical analysis for OC. The thin solid and
dotted lines represent the y = x relation and a factor of 2
deviation. The thick solid line represents the reduced major
axis linear regression [Hirsch and Gilroy, 1984], excluding
sites A-I. The Pearson correlation coefficients R2 and
regression equations are indicated.
the model has significant success in capturing these differences. Fossil fuel is the dominant source for EC at most
sites, but seasonal maxima in May– September over the
western United States are due to forest fires. The OC
concentrations are generally highest in summer and lowest
in winter, both in the model and in the observations; this
seasonal variation is mostly due to the biogenic source.
Peaks in OC in May – September in the western United
States are seen both in the model and in the observations
and are due to wildfires, as for EC. Wintertime OC is higher
in the eastern than the western United States, and includes
contributions of comparable importance from biofuels and
fossil fuels.
[22] Rogers and Bowman [2001] used satellite measurements and air parcel trajectory calculations to illustrate the
transport of the 1998 fire plumes from Central America to
the central and southern United States. Our model success-

fully captures the corresponding peaks of EC and OC
observed in May at the IMPROVE sites (e.g., BIBE in
Texas, CHIR in Arizona, CANY in Utah, MOZI in Colorado, UPBU in Arkansas, GRSM in Tennessee). The
enhancement in concentrations is much stronger for OC
than for EC, both in the model and in the observations,
reflecting high OC/EC fire emission ratios and the relatively
large fossil fuel source of EC in the United States.
[23] The model has also some success in reproducing the
influences from fire emissions within the United States. For
example, the high OC in April – June at CHAS in Florida is
well captured in the model. Fires in the western United
States result in peak EC and OC concentrations in September at several sites (MORA, Washington; THSI, Oregon;
LAVO, California; JARB, Nevada).
[24] Figure 8 compares simulated and observed monthly
mean concentrations for the ensemble of IMPROVE sites
and for separate seasons. The model simulation with a priori
sources has success in reproducing the variability of
observed EC and OC for winter and spring, as measured
by the high R2 (0.67– 0.79) correlation between model and
observations. The slope of the regression line (0.84– 0.98) is
close to one for both EC and OC. The R2 is lower in
summer and fall, particularly for OC (0.37– 0.40) and the
slope of the regression line is off from one (0.72 –0.74 for
EC and 0.74 – 1.06 for OC). The slope of the OC regression
line in fall is close to one only because high model bias
from wildfire sources at western sites offsets the low model
bias at eastern sites.

4. Top-Down Emission Estimates
[25] The statistical model biases apparent in Figure
8 could reflect errors in the a priori sources. We examine
what adjustments in the sources would be needed for least
squares minimization of the bias between simulated and
observed monthly mean EC and OC concentrations. We
identify for this purpose four source components: fossil fuel,
biofuel, biomass burning, and vegetation (the latter for OC
only). We use a multiple linear regression to fit the annual
mean U.S. source for each component to the monthly mean
IMPROVE observations. In order to give equal weight to
EC and OC concentrations in the least squares minimization, we normalize them by their respective annual mean
concentrations for the ensemble of IMPROVE sites (0.29 mg
m 3 for EC, 1.23 mg m 3 for OC).
[26] We find in this manner that fossil fuel and biofuel
emissions should be increased by 15% and 65% respectively
from a priori levels, while biomass burning emissions
should be decreased by 17% and the biogenic source for
OC should be increased by 11%. We consider these adjustments to be well within the uncertainties on the a priori
estimates. The a posteriori values of our adjusted sources
are given in Table 1. The increase in the biofuel source is
largely determined by the model underestimate of observed
OC for the cold season.
[27] Figure 9 presents annual mean surface air concentrations of EC and OC in the model using a posteriori
sources. Relative to the simulation with a priori sources
(Figure 4), there are 15– 20% increases in EC and OC
concentrations in the eastern United States. Changes in the
western United States are smaller because the decrease in
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Figure 6. Seasonal variation of monthly mean EC concentrations in 1998 at selected IMPROVE sites.
Site locations are shown in Figure 1. Values are monthly means. Closed circles indicate the observations.
Dashed and solid lines represent the model simulations with a priori and a posteriori sources, respectively.
The a priori model components by source types are indicated as thin solid lines with symbols: asterisks
(fossil fuel combustion), diamonds (biomass burning), and squares (biofuel use).
the biomass burning source offsets the increase in the
biogenic OC source.
[28] The effect of source adjustment on the ability of the
model to fit observed EC and OC concentrations is shown
by the scatterplots in Figure 8. Compared to the simulation
with a priori sources, the R2 correlation coefficients are
slightly higher and the slopes of the regression lines are
closer to unity. Figures 6 and 7 show the effect of the a
posteriori sources on the simulation at individual sites. The
adjustments are generally too small to correct site-specific

discrepancies, which would require modifying the geographic distributions of the sources.
[29] Figures 10 and 11 show the contributions of individual a posteriori sources to EC and OC for winter and
summer. Fossil fuel is the most important source of EC
everywhere in the United States, except in some areas in the
west in summer where wildfires make a more important
contribution. For OC, the anthropogenic sources (fossil and
biofuel) dominate in winter, while the natural sources (fires
and vegetation) are more important in summer. The fossil
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Figure 7. Same as in Figure 6 but for OC. The a priori model results by source types are represented as
thin solid line with asterisks (fossil fuel), diamonds (biomass burning), squares (biofuel), and triangles
(biogenic terpenes).
fuel OC is mostly concentrated in the northeastern corridor,
the industrial midwest and southern California, whereas the
biofuel OC is more widely distributed. Biogenic OC in
summer is highest in the southeast and along the west coast.
We previously discussed in the context of Figure 7 the large
OC enhancements in the southern United States due to fires
in Central America, but these enhancements are in spring
(cf. Figure 2) and thus not apparent in Figure 11. Figure 11
shows a large enhancement in OC concentrations over the
north-central United States due to Canadian fires, but the
IMPROVE sites are not well situated to observe this

enhancement (Figure 3). We present below a case study
for summer 1995 demonstrating Canadian fire influence
over the eastern United States.

5. Canadian Fire Influence: A Case Study
for the Summer of 1995
[30] Previous studies [Wotawa and Trainer, 2000; Fiore
et al., 2002; McKeen et al., 2002] have shown that major
Canadian wildfires in June – July 1995 caused large
enhancements of CO and smaller enhancements of ozone
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Figure 8. Scatterplots of monthly mean EC (left two columns) and OC (right two columns) simulated
versus observed concentrations with a priori (left) and a posteriori (right) sources, for the ensemble of
IMPROVE sites and for individual seasons in 1998. Sites in the western and eastern United States
(separated at 95W) are shown as pluses and open circles, respectively. Thin solid lines indicate a perfect
match of the model results with observations, and dotted lines denote a factor of 2 departure. Thick solid
lines represent the reduced major axis regression. The Pearson correlation coefficients R2 are indicated.
in the southeastern United States. The Canadian fire plumes
were carried by northerly flows associated with highpressure systems on the back side of cold fronts. We use
here a GEOS-CHEM simulation for the summer 1995 to
demonstrate large aerosol EC and OC enhancements from
these fires at IMPROVE sites in Arkansas (UPBU), Tennessee (GRSM) and Kentucky (MACA).
[31] Our simulation of the 1995 Canadian wildfires uses
daily, geographically resolved emission data estimated from
the area burned in each province. Those data are given by
Wotawa and Trainer [2000] for CO, and are scaled here to
our climatological biomass burning emission inventory for
CO [Lobert et al., 1999] to derive corresponding EC and
OC emissions. The resulting EC and OC emissions from the
fires are 0.34 and 2.41 Tg, respectively, and are distributed
in five areas (Northwest Territories, Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, and Ontario) for four burning periods from 17
June to 13 July.

[32] Figure 12 shows the time series of simulated and
observed EC and OC concentrations at three sites in the
southeastern United States: UPBU in Arkansas, MACA in
Kentucky, and GRSM in Tennessee. There are two large
peaks in the observations, for 1 and 8 July, which are
captured by the model and are due to the Canadian fires
(compare solid and dashed lines in Figure 12). The timing
of those peaks is consistent with those concurrently
observed for CO at nearby sites [McKeen et al., 2002].
Our simulation of the magnitude of the 7 –9 July event is
improved in a sensitivity simulation where we assume
initial lifting of the fire emissions up to 4 km altitude
(Figure 12, dotted line). Such lifting can be expected from
buoyancy, particularly for large crown fires [Liousse et al.,
1996, 1997; Lavoué et al., 2000].
[33] Our model simulation allows us to assess the influence of Canadian fire emissions on seasonal aerosol concentrations in the United States for the summer of 1995. We
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Figure 9. Annual mean concentrations of EC (left) and OC (right) in surface air over the United States
in 1998 from the GEOS-CHEM model using a posteriori sources. See color version of this figure at back
of this issue.
find that the events associated with Canadian fire plumes
persisted typically for 3– 5 days. On a seasonal basis, they
caused the mean June– August 1995 natural EC to increase
by 80% (east) and 36% (west) and the mean OC to increase
by 23% (east) and 16% (west), relative to a sensitivity
simulation with no Canadian fires.

6. Implications for Natural Visibility in the
United States
[34] We use results from our model to estimate the role of
natural carbonaceous aerosols in visibility reduction and
compare to the default values recommended by EPA
[2001] for application of the regional haze rule. Our 1998
simulation with a posteriori sources yields annual average
concentrations of natural EC and OC from fires and vegetation of 0.09 mg/m3 and 1.09 mg/m3, respectively, for the
western United States (west of 95W) and 0.06 mg/m3 and
0.95 mg/m3, respectively, for the eastern United States. In
order to compute the light extinction by OC we need to
multiply the OC mass by 1.4 to obtain an Organic Carbon
Mass (OMC) that accounts for the noncarbon additional
mass attached to OC aerosols [Malm et al., 1994]. The
resulting annual average for natural OMC is 1.52 mg/m3 and
1.33 mg/m3 for the west and east, respectively. Except for
OMC in the eastern United States, our best estimates of
natural concentrations for EC and OMC are significantly
higher than the default values recommended by EPA [2001]
which are 0.02 mg/m3 for EC, and 0.47 mg/m3 (west) and
1.40 mg/m3 (east) for OMC.
[35] Several issues need to be addressed in this comparison to the EPA default values. First, 1998 had unusually
high fire emissions, principally from Mexico and Canada, as
shown in Figure 1. Second, it is important to quantify the
contribution of transboundary transport to natural EC and
OC concentrations in the United States. Third, there is
ambiguity from a U.S. policy standpoint as to whether
intercontinental transport of anthropogenic pollution (as
from Asia) should be considered part of the ‘‘natural’’

background. To address these issues we conducted three
sensitivity simulations, with sources modified from those in
our standard 1998 simulation. The first includes no EC and
OC sources in the United States to quantify the contributions from transboundary transport, mostly from Canada
and Mexico. The second includes EC and OC sources from
Asia only, to quantify the transpacific transport. The third
uses climatological biomass burning emissions as shown in
Figure 1 in order to derive mean default values of natural
EC and OC concentrations in the United States. The results
are summarized in Table 2.
[36] We find that the transboundary transport of anthropogenic sources makes only a small contribution (less than
10%) to the total anthropogenic concentrations of EC and
OC in the United States. However, the transboundary
transport of natural sources, mostly from fires in Canada
and Mexico, makes a large contribution to annual mean
natural concentrations in the United States for 1998 (44% in
the west and 67% in the east for EC; 28% in the west and
37% in the east for OC).
[37] Transpacific transport from Asian sources is found to
make little contribution to EC and OC concentrations in the
United States, even in the context of the natural background. The concentrations generated in the simulation with
anthropogenic and natural Asian sources only (Table 2)
amount to less than 2% of the natural OC concentrations
from the standard simulation, and less than 10% of the
natural EC. The small role of intercontinental transport in
contributing to background EC and OC concentrations over
the United States reflects the short lifetime of these species
against wet deposition, particularly considering that the
lifting of air from the continental boundary layer to the free
troposphere involves wet processes [Stohl, 2001]. This can
be contrasted to ozone, for which transport from outside
North America makes a large contribution to the U.S.
background [Fiore et al., 2002].
[38] Our best estimates of mean natural EC and OC
concentrations for comparison to the EPA default values
are obtained from the simulation using mean climatological
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Figure 10. Contribution from different sources types to EC concentrations (mg m 3) in surface air for
DJF and JJA. Values are model results for 1998 using a posteriori sources (Table 1). See color version of
this figure at back of this issue.
fire emissions. We find annual average concentrations of
natural EC and OMC of 0.06 mg/m3 and 1.25 mg/m3,
respectively, for the western United States and 0.04 mg/m3
and 1.17 mg/m3, respectively, for the eastern United States
(Table 2). These are higher by a factor of 2 – 3 than the EPA
default values except for OMC in the eastern United States
which is lower by 16%.
[39] The implications of our results for natural visibility
estimates are substantial, particularly in the western United
States. Our higher natural OMC component relative to
EPA’s default estimates results in lower natural visibility.
For example, EPA [2001] uses its default natural PM
concentrations to derive mean light extinctions of 15.60 
10 6 m 1 and 15.78  10 6 m 1 at Bandelier National
Monument (BAND, New Mexico) and at Yellowstone
National Park (YELL, Wyoming). Applying the EPA

[2001] visibility formula with our best estimates of natural
EC and OMC (from the simulation with climatological
mean fires), and using EPA default values for the other
PM components, we find natural light extinctions of 19.13
 10 6 m 1 and 19.31  10 6 m 1 at BAND and YELL,
respectively, about 22% higher than EPA values.

7. Conclusions
[40] We used the GEOS-CHEM global 3-D model to
simulate observed concentrations of elemental carbon
(EC) and organic carbon (OC) from a network of 45 sites
in relatively remote regions of the United States (IMPROVE
network). Our focus was to better quantify the anthropogenic and natural sources of EC and OC in the United
States, and the role of transboundary and intercontinental
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 10 but for OC. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
transport, in the context of assessing the effect of these
aerosols on visibility.
[41] We conducted a 1-year simulation for 1998 using
best a priori estimates of EC and OC sources, including
global satellite observations of fires, and compared the
results to observed concentrations at the IMPROVE sites.
Wildfire emissions were from a gridded climatological

inventory, scaled to monthly fire emissions for 1998 using
satellite fire count data. The model reproduces well the
spatial pattern in the observations (R2 = 0.84 for EC, R2 =
0.67 for OC) but is biased low by 15% for EC and 26% for
OC. From a multiple linear regression fit we concluded that
fossil fuel and biofuel emissions for EC and OC in the
United States should be increased by 15%, and 65%
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Figure 12. Concentrations of EC and OC at three southeastern U.S. sites (UPBU, MACA, and GRSM)
in June– July 1995. Observations (24-hour averages, twice a week) are shown as asterisks. The solid line
shows results from the standard model simulation. Results from sensitivity simulations without Canadian
fire emissions (dashed line) and with fire emissions initially mixed to 600 hPa (dotted line) are also shown.
respectively from a priori levels, while biomass burning
emissions for both EC and OC should be decreased by 17%
and the biogenic source for OC should be increased by 11%.
Our best a posteriori estimates are given in Table 1.
[42] Canadian fire influence on the United States in 1998
was largely confined to the upper midwest, where no
IMPROVE data are available. We conducted an additional
simulation for the summer of 1995, for which large CO
enhancements in the southeastern United States from Canadian fires had previously been reported [Wotawa and
Trainer, 2000]. We find correspondingly large EC and OC
enhancements in the IMPROVE observations for this region, which the model captures and diagnoses as being due
to Canadian fire emissions. Model results indicate that
Canadian fires in 1995 enhanced the mean June– August
natural EC and OC concentrations in the eastern United
States by 80% and 23%, respectively.
[43] Our 1998 and 1995 simulations lead confidence in
the representation of fire emissions of EC and OC in the
model. We used a simulation with climatological monthly
mean fire emissions, together with our best estimate of the
biogenic OC source, to estimate natural concentrations of
carbonaceous aerosols in the United States for purpose of
natural visibility assessments and application of the EPA
regional haze rule [EPA, 2001]. Our best estimates of natural

Table 2. Natural and Anthropogenic EC and OC Concentrations
(mg m 3) in the United Statesa

EC
1998 emissions (base)
No U.S. sources
Asian sources only
Climatological fire emissions
OMCb
1998 emissions (base)
No U.S. sources
Asian sources only
Climatological fire emissions
a

Natural
Concentrations

Anthropogenic
Concentrations

West

East

West

East

0.09
0.04
0.003
0.06

0.06
0.04
0.001
0.04

0.21
0.02
0.005
0.21

0.62
0.02
0.003
0.62

1.52
0.43
0.022
1.25

1.33
0.49
0.013
1.17

0.52
0.05
0.013
0.52

1.90
0.05
0.007
1.90

Values are annual means from the standard 1998 simulation (base) and
from the sensitivity simulations described in section 5. Partition between
west and east is at 95W. The natural concentrations from the simulation
with climatological fire emissions can be compared to the default estimates
suggested by EPA [2001] for application of the regional haze rule: 0.47 mg
m 3 (west) and 1.40 mg m 3 (east) for OMC, and 0.02 mg m 3 for EC.
b
Organic carbon mass (OMC), defined as 1.4 times the OC mass to
account for noncarbon contributions to the organic aerosol.
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annual mean concentrations for EC are 0.06 mg/m3 in the
western United States (west of 95W) and 0.04 mg/m3 in the
east; for organic carbon mass (OMC = 1.4 OC, to account
for the noncarbon contribution to OC aerosols), they are
1.25 mg/m3 in the west and 1.17 mg/m3 in the east. These
values are 2 – 3 times higher than the default values recommended by EPA [2001] for application of the regional haze
rule, except for OMC in the east (16% lower). Our higher
estimates of the natural OMC concentrations relative to
EPA’s default estimates result in higher natural light extinction (and hence lower natural visibility) by 22% in the
western United States. We also find a large seasonal
variability in natural light extinction from EC and OC, with
highest values in summer owing to sources from wildfires
and vegetation.
[44] We further investigated the contribution from transboundary transport to EC and OC concentrations in the
United States. A sensitivity simulation with no EC and OC
sources in the United States shows that fires in Mexico and
Canada made a large contribution to annual mean natural
concentrations of EC (40 – 70%) and OC (30 – 40%) in the
United States in 1998. A sensitivity simulation with Asian
sources only shows that transpacific transport contributes
less than 10% of the natural background EC over the United
States, and less than 2% of the natural background OC.
[45] Acknowledgments. This research was supported by the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The authors are grateful to R. Yevich for providing her
annual biofuel emission data.
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Figure 2. Annual biomass burning OC emission over North and Central America in 1998 (top) and
seasonal variations for different regions (bottom).
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Figure 4. Annual mean concentrations of EC (left) and OC (right) in surface air over the United States
in 1998. The top panels show results from the GEOS-CHEM model using a priori sources. The middle
panels shows the IMPROVE observations plotted on the model 2  2.5 grid. The bottom panel shows
the difference between the two.
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Figure 9. Annual mean concentrations of EC (left) and OC (right) in surface air over the United States
in 1998 from the GEOS-CHEM model using a posteriori sources.
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Figure 10. Contribution from different sources types to EC concentrations (mg m 3) in surface air for
DJF and JJA. Values are model results for 1998 using a posteriori sources (Table 1).
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 10 but for OC.
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